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ABSTRACT 
Prototyping of gestural interactions in the early phase of 
design is one of the most challenging tasks for designers 
without advanced programming skills. Relating users’ input 
from gesture-based sensor values requires a great deal of 
effort on the designer’s part and disturbs their reflective and 
creative thinking. To deal with this problem, we present 
EventHurdle, a visual gesture authoring tool to support 
designers’ explorative prototyping. It supports remote 
gestures from a camera, handheld gestures with physical 
sensors, and touch gestures by utilizing touch screens. 
EventHurdle allows designers to visually define and modify 
gestures through interaction workspace and graphical 
markup language with hurdles. Because the created gestures 
can be integrated into a prototype as programming code and 
automatically recognized, designers do not need to pay 
attention in sensor-related implementation. Two user 
studies and a recognition test are reported to discuss the 
acceptance and implications of explorative prototyping 
tools for designers.  
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INTRODUCTION 
Fluent prototyping is essential for interaction designers to 
externalize ideas and to realize hidden design problems in 
the early design process. As prototypes stimulate reflections, 
designers take advantage of them in framing, refining, and 
discovering possibilities [10,13,22,30]. The uncertainty and 
incompleteness of prototyping allow designers to discover a 
different aspect of design problems and provides inspiration 
[5]. To make full use of the benefits, rapidity and iteration 
of prototyping are indispensable. 

In recent times, gesture-related sensors for capturing users’ 
spatial movement or position are frequently used in 
interactive prototypes. In order to facilitate prototyping by 
designers, both hardware and software prototyping tools 
have been introduced, such as Arduino [3], Phidgets [13], 
Exemplar [14], and d.tools [15]. In spite of researchers’ 
ongoing efforts, designers still face difficulties in 
prototyping interactive products with gesture-based sensors. 
This is due to the necessity of comprehensive technical 
understanding for carrying out a series of tasks.  For 
example, connecting various types of sensors requires an 
understanding of sensor characteristics and electronic 
knowledge. Identifying features from raw sensor value and 
classifying users’ input demand machine learning 
knowledge. Additionally, textual programming is needed 
for integrating gesture interactions with a prototype. 

Assistance from engineers is an absolute necessity for a 
designer lacking such technical knowledge. The process, 
however, demands considerable time and communicational 
overhead. Even a designer with engineering or 
programming expertise often spends too much time and 
effort on technical implementation instead of for creative 
design thinking. 

Programming-by-Demonstration (PBD) is a typical 
approach to implementation of gesture interactions for non-
experts [7,14,25]. Building program logic “under the hood,” 
PBD has the advantage of programming without thinking 
about algorithms and raw sensor values. However, 
reflection from data may be cut off by lack of 
understanding of raw data and features, while gesture ideas 
are constrained within existing interactions. Considering the 
advantages of reflection from data and designers’ 
knowledge sets, a new gesture authoring scheme is 
necessary. 

To fulfill this need, we present EventHurdle, a visual 
gesture event authoring tool for designers without advanced 
programming skills. It is a software application that helps 
users graphically define gestural sensor input, such as 
gestures on touch pads and a pattern of physical or vision 
sensor values that trigger an interaction flow. It has three 
key features: (1) the interaction workspace visualizes 
various types of sensors in a unified way so that designers 
can interpret physical gestures as two-dimensional 
movement in space; (2) graphical markup language with 
hurdles offers an intuitive and extensible definition scheme 
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for gestures; and (3) the automated code generation process 
enables designers to easily and rapidly integrate gestures in 
prototypes. The generated code automatically connects to 
the appropriate sensors and dispatches events when created 
gestures are performed. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we first 
present the design directions of EventHurdle as a sketch 
tool, and then we outline EventHurdle, describing its key 
features in detail and illustrating usage scenarios with three 
prototype examples. We then report the results of two user 
studies and a recognition test to evaluate the tool’s usability 
and utility. We discuss some potential possibilities of 
EventHurdle. Lastly, we present related work in the HCI 
and design domain, followed by the conclusion.  

EVENTHURDLE 

Design Directions 
Our design direction is based on the idea that exploratory 
design tools should support rapid, inexpensive and 
unfinished prototyping. This perspective is in line with 
Buxton’s notion of sketches [5] as follows.  

Exploratory prototyping should be fast and timely. Low cost 
of prototyping in terms of time and price is a prerequisite 
for iterative and rich idea exploration. In addition, its timing 
and agility are necessary for designers to “stay in flow” [6] 
of design thinking. Buxton similarly points out the 
attributes that make sketches more productive and 
generative: quick, timely, inexpensive, disposable, and 
plentiful. 

Expression should be abstract and unfinished. Lim et al. 
[22] and Gaver [11] assert that the incompleteness and 
ambiguity of prototypes can lead to development of new 
design alternatives and stimulate idea generation. Bellamy 
[4] takes a similar view, mentioning  that a lack of 
refinement keeps the design space open and free to change 
as needed. Related sketch properties by Buxton include 
clear vocabulary, distinct gesture, minimal detail, 
appropriate degree of refinement, ambiguity and suggestion 
and exploration rather than confirmation. 

Exploratory prototyping tools should utilize the strength of 
visual language. Gestural interactions can be described as 
spatial movements or postures of the human body. It is 
natural and intuitive when gestures are dealt with in visual 
space instead of with sensor values. On the other hand, the 
human brain is highly specialized for processing optical 
data. As such, visually presented information may be 
significantly richer than numbers and text because it can be 
promptly understood. As designers are particularly 
specialized in visualization and interpretation of 
information [31], it would be beneficial for them to visually 
manipulate numeric quality. 

Outline of EvnetHurdle 
Considering three design directions, we developed 
EventHurdle (Figure 1.C), a prototyping aid that provides 
an integrated gesture authoring environment with hurdle-

based markup language. It automatically generates a set of 
gesture recognition programming code, allowing designers 
to quickly integrate and test gestures in prototypes.  

EventHurdle is an extension software for Adobe Flash, 
which is one of the most popular platforms for design 
prototyping in education and practice. EventHurdle 
employs various sensors to support three different gesture 
types: remote gestures, handheld gestures, and touch 
gestures. 

EventHurdle has three key features: (1) it uses a conceptual 
interaction workspace that necessary sensor data is visually 
projected on; (2) it allows versatile and easy gesture 
definition by using visual markup language with hurdles; 
and (3) it generates a set of programming code, called 
hurdle event recognizers, to be used in prototypes. Hurdle 
event recognizers can be easily applied and automatically 
connected to gesture-based sensors and trigger events. 

Interaction Workspace 
To handle gesture-based sensors, we designed a two-
dimensional interaction workspace in which sensor 
information is visually projected. The interaction 
workspace is a conceptual two-dimensional plane that 
shows relevant sensor information and allows designers to 
directly compose gesture movement over the sensor layer. 
Instead of displaying every digit of sensor values in text or 
in a timeline graph, the two-dimensional representation 
helps designers easily relate virtual trajectory with physical 
gestures. Also, designers who are practiced in existing CAD 
tools with canvas-style workspaces will be able to easily 
grasp the interaction workspace.  

Reported values from gesture-based sensors are projected 
as a point of two-dimensional coordinates in real time, and 
their trail of the final two seconds (50 frames) remains in 
the space. The sensor trajectory helps designers to follow 
the sensor value changes, to catch its movement speed 
(longer trajectory indicates faster movement), and to easily 
memorize the gesture movement as a curved shape. 

Figure 1. Development environment of EventHurdle. As 
an extension plugin for Adobe Flash (a), EventHurdle 
(c) provides an intuitive and easy gesture authoring 

environment. Hurdle event recognizers are 
automatically generated and stored in the Library panel 
(b), and they become active when dragged-and-dropped 

onto the Flash canvas window (a).  
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Available sensors are Phidget 3-axis accelerometers, 
general Phidget analogue sensors that can be connected to 
the Phidget I/O interface board series, USB cameras, any 
pointing devices (including touch screen and mouse), and 
any other data sources that can be handled by the Flash 
internal script language.  

The X-Y coordinate of the sensor point is determined by a 
sensor combination of two among the given sensors. Sensor 
values from general Phidget analogue sensors connected to 
Phidget I/O boards are projected between 0 and 500. Two 
acceleration values of three-axis accelerometers are first 
multiplied by 100 (1G = 100), then projected onto the space 
after being filtered by exponential noise reduction. Vision 
sensor values can also be easily connected. EventHurdle 
receives 320 x 240 x 24 fps video from a USB camera and 
tracks changing blobs. The motion vector of the center 
point of the changing blobs is projected onto the interaction 
workspace after being filtered by an exponential noise filter. 
Inputs from pointing devices such as a touch screen or 
mouse do not require point mapping; instead, designers can 
compose gesture patterns at a 1:1 scale and test them 
directly on EventHurdle. In addition, advanced users may 
directly manipulate sensor points or use other sensors since 
EventHurdle supports custom sensor trajectory control 
through programming.  

To support an easy-to-use authoring interface, designers can 
insert horizontal and vertical guides into the interaction 
workspace, which are movable afterwards. Designers use 
the guide system to gain a sense of scale and a conceptual 
area partition. In addition, visual markup elements can be 
snapped to guides. 

Visual Markup Language 
Designers can visually compose gestural interactions by 
drawing graphical markup language components over the 
sensor trajectory layer in the interaction workspace. In 
providing an intuitive authoring process for designers, we 
applied the Stylator scheme [32]. The Stylator scheme 
classifies and recognizes a stroke trajectory by testing the 
intersection with predefined line segments. In EventHurdle, 
designers can create the directional line segments, called 
hurdles, by drawing them in the space. The path component 
defines the sequential order between hurdles that the sensor 
trajectory should pass. 

Figure 2 shows a simple usage scenario of authoring 
gestural movement, illustrating how hurdles and path 
schemes are defined in EventHurdle. First, hurdle 1 and 
hurdle 2 are created (Figure 2.a). The star shape in the 
center represents a starting point. Next, the starting point is 
linked with a path (Figure 2.b). This operation is to define 
the first hurdle that the sensor trajectory should cross over. 
Another path connecting hurdle 1 to hurdle 2 is then drawn 
(Figure 2.c). The final gesture design here defines a specific 
pattern of sensor trajectories that cross hurdle 1 from left to 
right and change its direction to the left until reaching 
hurdle 2. 

 
Figure 2. Making paths from starting point to hurdles. 

Users can input the period of crossing time for each hurdle 
from 0 to infinite in milliseconds. The timing parameter 
enables users to filter out or differentiate gestures that have 
the same trajectory but different movement speeds. 
Combining two-dimensional position and timing 
information affords a variety of potential features, such as 
speed of gesture, halt, and movement acceleration.  

While many pattern recognition schemes support linear data 
patterns, EventHurdle distinguishes itself from other 
schemes by providing flexible configuration of hurdles with 
paths. Figure 3 displays diverse hurdle configuration 
examples. For example, the top-middle configuration in 
Figure 3 (a→b) is stricter than the top-left configuration (a) 
with its additional interim hurdle. Also, the fact that it is a 
two-step gesture makes it more interactive since the 
appropriate sensor trajectory will trigger two events. The 
top-right configuration (a or b) has the same gesture 
definition as (a), but it can distinguish sensor trajectories 
that have different vertical displacements. EventHurdle’s 
markup language can define repetitively circulating patterns, 
such as the last configuration (rep(a→b→c→d)), which 
cannot be defined by other one-stroke-based pattern 
learning algorithms. Another application of hurdle use is a 
false hurdle. Designers can avoid unwanted trajectory path 
by putting false hurdles on the way. 

In order to overcome the limitations of authoring three or 
higher dimensional gestures, we have introduced a linkage 
of hurdles in different workspaces. Instead of employing a 
cumbersome three-dimensional authoring interface, this 
approach maintains simplicity of use. Gestures that involve 
three or more sensors (e.g., three axes of an accelerometer) 
can be composed by separating sensors into two dimensions. 
Two hurdles of different workspaces can be connected 

Figure 3. Hurdle configurations:  
gestures with one hurdle, serial and parallel compositions, 
combination of serial/parallel connections, and recursive 

composition.  
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through a time-wise relationship. EventHurdle offers an 
AND and AFTER relationship. AND relation dispatches an 
event when two sensor trajectories cross designated hurdles 
simultaneously (less than 500 ms interval by default). 
AFTER relation defines the consecutive crossing of the 
hurdles. In Flash programming, users are able to use easy-
to-understand event names, for example, "hurdle1_and_ 
hurdle2" or "hurdleA_after_hurdleB." Event linking allows 
users to handle three-dimensional gestures or multi-touch 
gestures. 

The benefit of using visual markup language is easy and 
versatile gesture modification: once a hurdle is placed in the 
space, users can graphically manipulate its location, angle, 
and length. By adjusting the lengths of hurdles, designers 
have the freedom to define strict or flexible conditions for a 
specific gesture movement. 

Automated Gesture Recognition in Prototyping 

EventHurdle provides an easy and simple way to apply 
authored gesture to prototypes. It automatically produces 
ActionScript programming code for Adobe Flash, which is 
one of the most popular prototyping platforms for designers. 
EventHurdle can execute Flash macro script language 
(JSFL) command that creates a visual object (a symbol) 
with programming code into a Flash prototype. The created 
symbol, called a hurdle event recognizer (Figure 4), 
becomes active when it is inserted into a prototype. The 
embedment process described above is completed in three 
steps: first clicking the export button, then inputting the 
name of gesture, and finally dragging-and-dropping the 
hurdle event recognizer onto the Flash canvas. 

The hurdle event recognizers minimize users’ textual 
coding tasks. Its script includes connection to necessary 
sensors, sensor data receiver, and Flash event dispatcher for 
hurdle events. Hurdle event recognizers execute all 
processes automatically. Thus, there is no longer a need for 
any programming task related to sensors. 

Multiple hurdle event recognizers can be applied to one 
prototype. Each hurdle event recognizer independently 
connects and tracks sensor data and respectively dispatches 
gesture events. The completely automated and 

independently enclosed programming code ensures that 
designers stay in flow and focus on design thinking. 

After testing a prototype, designers can quickly come back 
to EventHurdle and continue their design cycle: experience-
and-revise. XML-formatted gesture authoring information 
is registered in a hurdle event recognizer including sensor 
types, guides, hurdles, paths, and its assigned events. One 
simple drag-and-drop action enables users to select a hurdle 
event recognizer to be edited. This user-friendly interface 
enables a quick gesture design modification process and 
shortens the time to iterate the experience-and-revise cycle 
in a flow-like way. 

Implementation 
A line segment intersection test is carried out for every 
frame to recognize hurdle crossing by sensor trajectories: a 
line segment between the current position of a two-
dimensional sensor point and the position of the last frame 
(Pn-1Pn) and the candidate hurdles (HaHb). 

Hurdle event recognizers determine hurdles of interest 
based on a state machine. In the initial state, only hurdles 
that are connected to starting points (Figure 2) are checked 
with the line segment intersection test. When a candidate 
hurdle satisfies the test, the state is changed and connected 
hurdles become candidates. If it times out (5 s) or no hurdle 
follows the last hurdle, then the state resets to the initial 
state in order to track the next gestures repeatedly.  

Input sources from pointing devices are treated in a 
different way. One reason is that starting and ending gesture 
movements are reported by mouse click down and up, 
unlike other physical sensors. Single point touch gesture is 
also treated as a pointing device. Hurdle event recognizers 
for pointing devices become active when a mouse button is 
down and inactive when it is up. The state machine does not 
revert to the initial state to prevent repetitive event 
dispatching in a single stroke; instead, the state machine is 
initialized with a mouse button down event. EventHurdle 
provides a manual option for location sensitivity, whether 
the gesture movement is location-sensitive or location-
invariant. In the location-invariant mode, each cursor 
position of a mouse button down event becomes a new 
origin point; therefore, only the route and scale matter. This 
option allows defined location-insensitive gestures such as 
web page panning as well as location-sensitive gestures 
such as dragging a certain object on the screen. 

We did not include orientation invariance and scale 
invariance. This is because the more technical options there 
are available to users, the more they become distracted from 
design thinking. Designers have a tendency to ignore 
thinking of new ideas while they work on technical details. 
Furthermore, the main purpose of idea exploration through 
prototyping is to gain explorative use experience and 
reflections rather than accuracy of gesture recognition, 
which can be gained with such options.  

Figure 4. EventHurdle, Hurdle Event Recognizers, and 
prototypes 
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APPLICATION SCENARIOS 
To illustrate how designers can define gesture interactions 
using EventHurdle, we use three hypothetical gesture 
design tasks. For the three tasks, let us imagine a designer 
who wants to implement gesture-based interactions on a 
mobile phone.  

Designing Handheld Motion Gestures 
First, she creates a physical mock-up with laser-cut acrylic 
sheets to experience the feeling of grip and weight. A 
Phidget 3-axis accelerometer is attached to it (Figure 5). 
The designer plugs the USB connector into her laptop 
computer and runs EventHurdle with Flash CS. She opens 
the sensor configuration dialog box and assigns the Z-axis 
acceleration value to the X coordinate and the X-axis value 
to the Y coordinate in EventHurdle. 

 
Figure 5. Study mock-up: Laser-cut acrylic sheets are 

stacked, and a Phidget 3-axis accelerometer is attached. 

She takes a look at the sensor trajectory of acceleration 
values on the screens while performing picking-up motions 
several times. (Figure 6 bottom left shows the real 
trajectories collected by 10 different users in green lines.) 
She sees that the sensor trajectory has apparent visual 
patterns in the interaction workspace. First, the sensor 
trajectories start from area A in Figure 6 (bottom left) and 
move toward area B. Area A is the spatial distribution of Z-
Y acceleration values when the prototype is horizontally 
placed on a desk. She also understands that area B is the 
distribution of the sensor values when the prototype goes 
close to her ear. On the other hand, she discovers that the 
sensor trajectory is distributed in area C when the prototype 
is placed upside-down. The designer starts hurdle designs 
as shown in Figure 6 (bottom right) and tests it several 
times. She exports the hurdle event recognizer and 
completes her prototype. The usage scenario of the 
prototype is as follows: 

Ringtone rings and the caller’s information appears. As 
soon as a user picks up the phone and moves it towards her 
ear (A→B), the call begins. Alternatively, the call is denied 
when she flips the phone over (A→C).  

Looking back on her usage flow, the designer repeatedly 
observed sensor trajectories and realized that the angle 
against gravity determines the sensor’s position in the 
interaction workspace. She also saw that the sensor 
trajectories vary depending on detail movement diversity; 
for example, use of the left or right hand shows different 
trajectories, and switching the holding hand during the 
motion shows a zigzagging sensor trajectory. She intended 

to focus on trajectories that go outwards from area A and in 
toward area B regardless of their movement in the middle. 
She also “discovered” area C, which represents upside-
down placement during the observation phase, and took 
advantage of graphical markup language to branch the 
gesture motion definition.  

The next task given to her is to design more physical 
handheld gestures for mobile phones. She designs four 
more gesture motions: Flipping, Putting-in-a-Pocket, 
Shaking, and Tapping-on-a-Palm. Flipping is a gestural 
action of flipping the phone and putting it on a desk. 
Putting-in-a-Pocket is a motion of inserting the phone in a 
trouser pocket. Shaking is a motion of flourishing the phone 
from left to right twice. Tapping-on-a-palm is a motion of 
two sequential gentle hits on a palm with the phone. Figure 
7 shows illustrations of gesture paths and their hurdles.  

 

Figure 6. Phone picking-up gesture, sensor trajectories in 
interaction workspace, and gesture design. 

Figure 7. Handheld gesture designs for mobile devices. 
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Designing Remote Gestures 
The next example task is to prototype a camera-attached 
device supporting remote gesture recognition. The designer 
wants to test a hand swipe gesture 50 cm above the cellular 
phone. To build the physical properties of the prototype, 
she attaches a USB-connected camera to the previous 
acrylic mock-up and puts it on the desk (Figure 8). 

 
Figure 8. A prototype for testing remote gestures. 

She sets the camera motion as the input source for 
EventHurdle. Similar to the previous example, she explores 
the interaction workspace by observing the sensor trajectory. 
She realizes that hand waving has apparent sensor 
trajectories. She designs a gesture of hand waving from left 
to right with two hurdles. She tests and modifies the 
designed gesture several times and exports the hurdle event 
recognizer when it appears to be stable. She applies the 
gesture to the prototype.  

Since motion vectors from the camera provide limited video 
information, the functionality of remote gestures seemed 
restricted. However, on the other hand, she might discover 
an unexpected sensor trajectory, try to replicate the 
previous motions physically, and develop her own original 
idea. This usage scenario resembles unexpected discoveries 
made during brainstorming with idea sketches. 

Designing On-Screen Gestures 
The last design project is to test an eBook application 
interface on a tablet PC. Let us assume she tests with a 7-
inch touch-screen monitor. A mouse is selected as the input 
source because the touchscreen translates touch input to a 
mouse click. She defines an on-screen swipe gesture motion 
as depicted in Figure 9.  

She creates an empty Flash document with the monitor size 
600×1024 pixels, and a hurdle event recognizer named 
“turn” (Figure 9 left). The event recognizer is inserted in 
the Flash prototype. She produces a series of animation 
images (Figure 9 right). 

1 stop(); 
2 addEventListener( "turn", handler ); 
3 function handler ( e:* ){ 
4     if( e.index == "A") gotoAndStop( 2 ); 
5     if( e.index == "B") gotoAndStop( 3 ); 
6     if( e.index == "C") gotoAndPlay( 4 ); 
7 } 

The above programming code is inserted. Line 1 commands 
the default image to be displayed until an event is called. 

Line 2 defines hurdle event “turn” as to be handled by 
“handler.” The “handler” takes e parameter that contains 
event index. According to e.index, lines 4 to 6 determine 
which image is to be shown on the screen. 

Using the graphical markup language of EventHurdle, she 
is able to develop a three-step animation effect with real-
time gesture input. 

EVALUATION AND REFINEMENT 
To examine its use threshold and acceptance by young 
designers, EventHurdle was tested in a design class 
environment. Experiments with professional designers and 
graduate design researchers were conducted to evaluate its 
usefulness in design exploration as well as to assess its 
usability. Lastly, its reliability as a prototyping tool was 
evaluated by the testing recognition rate.  

Establishing Threshold with a First-Class Deployment 
To test the ease of use of our tool, we conducted the first 
use test in a class environment. Participants consisted of 19 
students (18 from industrial design and 1 from engineering). 
Most of them had some general design education, and they 
reported themselves as below average in prototyping using 
Adobe Flash (µ=2.26 on the 5-point Likert scale). In groups 
of three, participants were asked to prototype one open-
ended design idea in a week. They received a three-hour 
tool training session.  

Five gesture-based prototypes were successfully created. 
For example, a touch screen-based movie player application 
for tablet PC that used four shape gesture commands 
(Figure 10) was implemented. Another prototype was a 
camera-based body motion game in which a player holds a 
color marker in her hand and has to follow a given path 
without being caught by a villain. 

 
Figure10. A gesture player developed by students. 

Strengths 
Participants highly valued EventHurdle as it supports 
advanced programming of gesture recognition, which is a 
difficult task for them. One participant reported, “Instead of 
using only keyboard or mouse input, EventHurdle allows 
me to attempt using gestures in prototypes.” Another 
participant noted, “It was good that I didn’t have to deal 
with programming and I could focus more on gesture itself.”  

Figure 9. An eBook flipping gesture design and its 
corresponding states. 
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They easily understood the concept of hurdles and paths. 
Another participant said, “Logic is tailored for designers.” 
Every group was able to master EventHurdle in one week. 
Participants reacted positively to the use of the hurdle event 
recognizer instead of textual library importing. 

In a post-test survey, participants gave EventHurdle high 
marks for shortening the time required to build prototypes 
(µ=3.83 on the 5-point Likert scale), shortening the time to 
test prototypes (µ=3.83), helping them to test more ideas 
(µ=3.67), and ease-of-understanding (µ=3.61). 

Weaknesses and Improvement 
Although participants understood the concept of interaction 
workspace and hurdles well, its usability seemed 
unsatisfactory to designers.  Since the previous version of 
EventHurdle did not offer undo and redo functions, 
participants could not drastically modify the gesture 
definitions. Additionally, other participants suggested that 
textual programming in using external sensors should be 
reduced further. 

To help designers stay in flow, the interface was revised to 
meet designers’ needs. We benchmarked existing CAD 
tools that most designers use every day, undo and redo 
functions were added, and the interface for loading and 
exporting hurdle event recognizers was simplified. We also 
added a recognition test mode for checking hurdle gestures 
before they are exported to prototypes.  

Evaluating Usability by Professional Designers  
We conducted two group workshop sessions to re-evaluate 
the improved usability and to receive open feedback from a 
wider audience. The study participants consisted of 5 
graduate design students and 4 professional UX/UI 
designers with at least three years of experience in practice 
developing mobile user interfaces or interactive system 
interface. They participated in a 60-minutes tutorial session 
and a 60-minutes prototyping session. Participants were 
required to create working gesture-based interactions for a 
video chat application for mobile phones. USB-connected 
cameras and common video chat GUI were given to 
participants.  

In total, 19 camera-based remote gestures were successfully 
implemented. Prototypes included a drawing gesture of a 
heart to send a heart icon, a drawing gesture of a repeated 
circle to magnify the central video area, and a rotation 
gesture to rotate the other user’s video.  

Strengths 
Participants reported that the usability does not distract the 
flow of thinking, and that the undo and redo functions 
enable designers to change gestures without any delay. 
They also liked the recognition test mode, which was 
updated after the initial study. They used the test mode to 
examine recognition accuracy so that they could quickly 
test and improve it in authoring mode. One participant 

mentioned, “The guide system and its smart snapping 
function satisfy designers.”  

In the group discussion following the session, participants 
gave feedback on whether EventHurdle allows idea 
evolution through repetitive test-and-revision process. One 
professional UI designer answered, “The gesture design 
started with very simple gestures and gradually became 
complex and elaborate.”  

The study also confirmed the usefulness of the tool in 
practical use. A mobile UX designer involved in a 
smartphone manufacturing company said that the current 
mobile UX design process lacks prototyping in the early 
design phase. Designers had to rely on imagination and 
inference until engineers tested it. The participants had a 
consensus on the needs of such a tool and they agreed that 
EventHurdle would be the first to surpass their minimum 
expectations.     

Weaknesses and Improvement 
Although EventHurdle supports gradual idea development, 
participants responded that it was less supportive in 
inspiring radical new ideas. One participant recommended 
an online gesture library that suggests relevant gestures for 
more inspiration.  

Some participants pointed out that initial exploration of the 
interaction workspace seemed unnecessary for very simple 
gestures such as swipe; they wanted Programming-By-
Demonstration style hurdle suggestions at the beginning. 

EventHurdle was revised to automatically connect Phidgets 
sensors and USB cameras without textual programming. 
The interface with camera-based gesture authoring adopted 
the plug-and-play style without any technical configuration.  

Examining Recognition Rate 
A recognition test was carried out to examine robustness, in 
which the five motion gestures introduced in the previous 
section (Flipping, Picking-Up, Putting-in-a-Pocket, Shaking, 
and Tapping-on-a-Palm) were tested. 

Twenty student participants (F=14, M=6) were asked to 
perform each motion 10 times and we collected three-axis 
acceleration data of each motion. EventHurdle was used to 
compose each motion. Each gesture design took 2 to 4 
hurdles and was modified a couple of times (the final hurdle 
designs are illustrated in Figures 6 and 7). The correct 
recognition rate for 200 right motions and the false 
recognition rate for 800 different motions were tested.  

Result 
The success rate was 90.9% and the error rate was 2.53% 
on average (Figure 11). The four hurdle event recognizers 
besides the Shaking gesture exceeded 95%. The false 
recognition rate was at most 5.63%, in which the Picking-
up hurdle event recognizer misrecognized the gesture as the 
Tapping-on-palm and Shaking motions. 
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The success rate of recognizing the Shaking gesture was 
62.0% because only two hurdles could not cover its 
trajectory distributions. The sensor trajectories of Shaking 
motions were widely spread because each participant 
performed the shaking gesture motion with different wrist 
angles and amplitudes of snaps. Its recognition rate can be 
improved by adding more hurdles for distributed sensor 
trajectories. This result proves EventHurdle’s reliability in 
designing and testing gesture motions. Despite the fact that 
recorded gestures are the control samples, simultaneous 
gesture recognition is stable for testing its use experience 
with prototypes.  

DISCUSSION 
In this section, we discuss the benefits of the hurdle 
metaphor compared to machine learning and the potential 
usefulness in exploring the gesture-experience relationship 
as well as the limitations of EventHurdle. 

Free Feature Definition 
The hurdle metaphor provides freedom in feature definition 
to users. Selection of gesture features is very important in 
gesture design since the feature or authoring tool defines 
the characteristics of the gesture set. For example, the speed 
of the gesture is important for Exemplar [14], which uses 
Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) for gesture recognition and 
is disregarded for $1 Recognizer [37], which samples a 
fixed number of points with equidistant intervals from a 
stroke. Gesture Coder [25] and Proton [18] are relatively 
strong at zooming, panning, and swipe gestures, since they 
take account of finger configurations (e.g. the sequence of 
multi finger touch event) and are less supportive in global 
geometry. Understandability is also important considering 
that not every designer is familiar with machine learning. 
Given a demonstration gesture, a hurdle metaphor can 

clearly define its gesture feature (Figure 12). Combining 
hurdles also allows users to set necessary thresholds for 
specific parts of gesture design while most algorithms 
impose the same weight of tolerance.  

EventHurdle benefits designers as it allows them to explore 
gesture interaction ideas. This is possible because the 
hurdle metaphor provides more freedom in defining 
features and understandability compared to existing 
machine learning algorithms. However, limitations exist, 
for example, finger configuration of touch gesture, scale 
invariant geometry, and using sophisticated gesture 
information other than kinematics, i.e. position in 
interaction workspace and timing.  

Gesture-Affection Relationship 
EventHurdle has potential use in affectively-aware design 
applications. As recent research shows, gestures contain 
rich emotional information [9,19]. Emotion-related gesture 
properties can be dealt with through custom hurdle 
combinations. For example, hurdles can separately define 
gestures that have different lengths and/or speeds, which 
are closely related to users’ affective mental state. We 
expect that EventHurdle will assist designers in examining 
the gesture-experience relationship. 

Limitations 
Several improvements need to be made to EventHurdle. 
EventHurdle is capable of a limited range of gesture 
properties in terms of emotion, and we plan to handle 
diverse gesture characteristics such as jerkiness, pressure, 
and shape in the future. Authoring of multi-point gesture 
will also be supported in the future. Meanwhile, many 
designers requested EventHurdle for different platforms 
such as Android, HTML, processing, and Max/Msp. Finally, 
the hurdle-based authoring scheme has limitations in 
defining sophisticated sensor trajectories such as 
handwriting. In the future, EventHurdle may support 
diverse definition methods besides hurdles. 

RELATED WORK 
Related work falls into three core areas: (1) general 
prototyping aid tools for designers and artists; (2) 
recognizing sensor inputs of intended interaction; and (3) 
visual programming that inspired this research. 

Prototyping Aid Research 
To implement prototypes of interactive attributes, designers 
must build application logic that makes prototypes 
appropriately react to users’ inputs. Many research works 
are based on statechart-based application logic. DENIM 
[23], d.tools [15], and STCtools [26] are proposed. This 
approach provides an intuitive logic implementation 
process with graphical user interface. Adobe Flash, 
Processing [27], and Max/Msp have often served as logic 
development platforms because they support the easy use of 
multimedia data such as images, sounds, and videos. 
EventHurdle succeeds in the benefit of the Flash platform.  
Arduino [3], BOXES [16], Caldar toolkit [21], iStuff [1,2], 
Phidgets [13], Teleo Kit, and VoodooIO [33] allow fast and 

Figure 12. Feature definition for global geometry and 
for vertical displacement. 

Figure 11. Recognition test result. 
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simple use of physical sensors for  novice developers, 
which has enabled many design projects today. 
EventHurdle utilizes Phidget sensors to provide ease-of-
connecting. Yet, relating raw sensor values to users’ 
gestures remains to be solved. 

Relating Sensor Value and Users’ Action 
There has been much research focused on understanding 
users’ inputs or contexts from raw sensor data. CAPpella 
[8], Exemplar [14], and Gesture Coder [25] are 
representative research works in the HCI community. 
CAPpella and Gesture Coder support different user 
populations with different respective needs and 
expectations. CAPpella is a Programming-by-
Demonstration-based context aware tool in indoor 
environments for end-users. Gesture Coder is a touch 
screen-based gesture interface design tool for tablet PC 
applications developers. In contrast, EventHurdle integrates 
sensor connection, authoring, and prototyping for designing 
various types of gestures. Exemplar is a PBD-based sensor 
pattern authoring tool for designers. Though Exemplar and 
EventHurdle have similar research purposes, they are 
functionally very different. While Exemplar dispatches one 
single event at the end of gestures, EventHurdle can trigger 
as many events as designers want by inserting hurdles at 
any necessary point of gesture movement. The interaction 
workspace of EventHurdle clearly shows the phase 
difference of two sensors, whereas Exemplar independently 
processes each sensor. For example, sensor value 
trajectories of clockwise and counterclockwise rotation 
gestures of a two-axis joystick may look similar in the 
Exemplar interface: two sine curves. However, 
EventHurdle displays them clearly as points that rotate in 
different directions.  

The Wizard of Oz method [12,20] could be another 
alternative to address this issue. Its strengths are ease of 
implementation and manlike recognition performance. 
However, it requires one or more pre-instructed operators 
and a lab environment with monitoring equipment. This 
may obstruct quick authoring-and-testing cycles and 
distract from design thinking.  

Many technical research outcomes support a technical 
background for recognizing gestures. Representative 
methods include Dynamic Time Warping [34], Hidden 
Markov Model, uWave [24], Rubine [29], and $1 
Recognizer [37]. These algorithms support sophisticated 
and reliable results, but it is hard for designers to 
understand what is going on in the background. Also, 
textual programming of those algorithms requires 
significant amount of skills, time, and costs for designers. 
Meanwhile, research on critical region or path-based 
recognition has been conducted, such as EdgeWrite [35,36] 
and the Stylator scheme [32]. Although path-based 
recognition is limited in recognizing sophisticated sensor 
trajectories such as handwriting, this approach is employed 
in EventHurdle for its visual intuitiveness. 

Visual Programming 
This research was also inspired by visual programming 
languages. Scratch [28] and Lego Mindstorms NXT [17] 
offer a flowchart-style visual logic programming scheme. 
Max/MSP, Apple Quartz Composer, and Grasshopper are 
examples of another category of visual language that offers 
graphical dataflow programming environments. Visual 
programming has clear benefits over textual programming: 
(1) visual representation of programming elements causes 
visual affordance; (2) it is free from grammatical errors; (3) 
programming flow or dataflow is visually apparent and 
understandable; and (4) in many cases, it displays real-time 
dataflow directly in the programming environment. These 
benefits make visual programming easy to learn and 
visually intuitive. However, they still require algorithmic 
knowledge to build sophisticated application logic. 

CONCLUSION 
This paper presents EventHurdle, a visual gesture authoring 
tool for designers that supports connecting gesture-based 
sensors, visually intuitive gesture definitions, and easy 
prototyping without programming expertise. 

EventHurdle expands the technical breadth of prototyping 
of designers through automated code generation. 
EventHurdle offers an integrated development environment 
to deal with remote gestures, handheld gestures, and touch 
gestures from connecting sensors in creation of prototypes. 
Various types of gesture-based sensors are easily controlled 
by simple and unified sensor trajectory visualization in 2D 
space. Intuitive and rapid gesture authoring with graphical 
markup language encourages rich and fast realizations for 
idea exploration. EventHurdle offers design alternatives 
through the exploration of interaction workspace with 
gesture-based sensors. Lastly, its designer-tailored interface 
makes it easy to use and learn. 

EventHurdle is expected to offer active design exploration 
by prototyping gesture-based interactions in both education 
and practice. Furthermore, delivering prototypes as 
communication media, EventHurdle can facilitate precise, 
concrete, and rich communications between a design team 
and other professionals such as engineers and marketers. 
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